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2021 CLAS  BI-MONTHLY MEETINGS:  

(held on even numbered months on the 

3rd Thursday).  Due to the pandemic all 

meetings will be virtual, held by ZOOM 

until further notice.  Mark will email the 

links to members.   

Dates are: 

June 17, 2021 

August 19, 2021 

October 21, 2021 

December 16, 2021 

 

 

CHARLIE PERREAULT MEMORIAL 

 FLY OUT-CANCELLED 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

NEXT CLAS BI-MONTHLY MEETING 

Thursday, June 17, 2021 at 7:30 pm by ZOOM 

Links will be provided by email 
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2021 HOT AIR BALLOON FESTIVALS 

 
Due to the on-going COVID19 pandemic not all festivals listed below are confirmed.  

Please check status before attending.   

 

 

Hot Air Affair:  RisingAbove Cancer 2021 

Williamston, SC 

September 3-5, 2021 

 

Letchworth Red, White & Blue Balloon Festival 

Portageville, NY 

CANCELLED 

 
Stoweflake Hot Air Balloon Festival 

Stowe, VT 

CANCELLED 

 
NJ Lottery Festival of Ballooning 

Whitehouse Station, NY 

July 23-25, 2021 

 
Saratoga Balloon & BBQ Festival 

Ballston Spa, NY 

August 27-29, 2021 

 
Plainville Hot Air Balloon Festival 

Plainville, CT 

CANCELLED 

 

Quechee Hot Air Balloon Festival 

Quechee, VT 

September 3-5, 2021 

 
Hudson Valley Hot Air Balloon Festival 

Lagrangeville, NY 

September 3-5, 2021 

 

Experimental Balloon and Airship Meet 

Post Mills, VT  

September 10-12, 2021 

THIS DATE IS NOT CONFIRMED 

 
Adirondack Balloon Festival 

Queensbury, NY 

September 23–26, 2021 

 

Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta 

Albuquerque, NM 

October 2-10, 2021 
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A Message from the President 
 

by Mark Sand 

 

There is a phrase that states “May you live in interesting times.”  The origin of this phrase is unknown but some 

think it refers to an ancient Chinese curse which implies that life is better in “uninteresting times” of peace and 

tranquility, while “interesting times” denotes periods of crisis.  We might call the past 14 months or so 

“interesting times.”  COVID-19 has changed our lives like nothing before.  Arguably even World Wars I and II 

had less of an impact on our everyday lives as has COVID-19.  

 

These “interesting times” have undoubtedly affected our sport of ballooning like nothing else imaginable short of 

a worldwide shortage of propane.  Virtually all balloon festivals were cancelled throughout 2020 and individual 

private and commercial activities have been severely curtailed.  In-person safety seminars were cancelled, annual 

inspections postponed, insurance policies put on hold, and very few of us remained “current.” 

 

CLAS was not immune to the pandemic.  No Winter Dinner, no safety seminar, no flyouts, Charlie’s Memorial 

Flyout cancelled, no summer picnic, no holiday pot luck, no Frozen Buns, and no physical meetings became the 

norm.   

 

There is light at the end of the proverbial tunnel, however.  Social distancing and wearing masks have kept 

550,000 lost lives from becoming 1 million.  If you think these precautions do not work then explain the fact that 

the annual flu season was practically non-existent.  Masks and staying apart works against the flu too!  Over half 

of us have had at least our first dose of the vaccine.  From the early days of the vaccine when it was pretty im-

possible to get a shot, you can now visit your local pharmacy for your “Fauci Ouchie.” 

 

Although conditions have certainly improved we are by no means out of the woods yet.  Over 50,000 of us are 

contracting COVID-19 daily and we are still losing over 1000 Americans per day.  In my opinion we have to re-

sist the urge to return 100% to the way it was pre-pandemic. Yes, half of us have been vaccinated but half of us 

have not.  Glass half full or glass half empty, maybe, but today it might pay off if we tilted toward the glass being 

40% empty.  This is a decision we all must make for ourselves.  However we choose to carry out our activities 

will certainly impact our ballooning lives.  Whichever way you choose to approach the sport we all love so much 

in the weeks and months ahead I hope your decision is made with careful thought for you, your crew’s, your 

family’s, your passengers’, landowners’ and spectators’ safety and welfare.   Ϙ 
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I thought it might be nice and of interest to CLAS members to know that two very popular CT balloonists, 

Jeff and Christine Ratcliffe, have departed New England (NE) and are taking up permanent residency in Pres-

cott Valley, Arizona.  This is where Christine's stepmother and sister's family live.  It has been a desired desti-

nation for them for some years now.  As they are very close with Christine's Mother-in-law and Christine's 

father passed two years ago, they just felt it was time.  They do hope to continue their ballooning activities in 

Arizona and have assured me that once the balloon festival schedules normalize post-COVID 19, coming East 

for an occasional balloon event is part of the plan.  I dare say that every balloonist in CT, and possibly in NE, 

will attest to how incredibly willing and knowledgeable helpers they are on a balloon field.  Whether as crew 

people on an inflation, helping on a chase, or assisting with passengers with loading and crowd control it just 

did not matter.  Even an impromptu tether they were ready to hold a line or direct riders as to what to ex-

pect.  Regardless of the type or size of the balloon, or if they even knew the pilot.  They really enjoyed learn-

ing new systems and seeing how different pilots and crews worked together.  On a quiet balloon field whatev-

er balloon showed any sign of activity is where you would find them. I guess you could say it is in their DNA. 

 

As most people probably know, Jeff and Christine both crewed for me, though it was mostly Jeff who was my 

crew chief for the last 28 years with the RE/MAX of New England hot air balloon program. Ranging from 

Greenwich, CT, to Presque Isle, ME, for 12 months out of the year Jeff and I drove countless miles, shared 

100's of hotel rooms, and attended just about every balloon festival in NE.  Never mind July Fourth Celebra-

tions, Memorial Day parades, numerous Old Home days, endless town carnivals, ice fishing derbies in the win-

ter, and a vast variety of charitable fundraising events.  It is safe to say that could not have happened with out 

Jeff by my side.  Doing mostly tethered rides for donations we estimate we gave over 180,000 people their 

first taste of ballooning, raising over $20,000 dollars a year for various charities in RE/MAX's name.  Many 

days would start with a 2 hour tether, 9:00 to 11:00, in one town, a race to pack up and go find propane, 

hopefully grabbing breakfast or a sandwich, driving many miles to another 2 hour, 6:00 'til 8:00 evening event 

and, of course, then finding propane for the next morning's tether.  Always ending the day with a nice dinner 

before checking into some hotel and setting an early wake up call to start it all over again.  It goes without 

saying you better be able to jell personality wise - which I think Jeff and I did extremely well. I remember far 

more laughing out loud times than bummed out times, and those were only when we were weathered out. 

We both enjoyed what we were doing that much. 

 

But time marches on and even the best laid plans can be interrupted by 'Mother Nature'.  Once the Covid-19 

virus hit full stride in the Spring of 2020 the writing was on the wall.  With virtually all venues canceled for the 

year and 2021 not looking any more promising, plus my current contract expiring, RE/MAX of NE decided to 

drop the balloon program and go in another direction.  Which means you won't be seeing any RE/MAX bal-

loons in NE for the foreseeable future.  Since RE/MAX International is still flying there is always a chance of 

switching back.  There is a groundswell in the company among the rank-and-file agents that love the program 

and would like to see its return.   Bruce Byberg, as many of you know, has flown faithfully for me for more 

than 25 years and has done a terrific job.  He is held in high regard inside RE/MAX and he knows the program 

inside and out. If there is a rebound he could take over immediately. That is my wish.   

 

As for me, my Corporate piloting days have come to an end.  From 7 years (1979 - 1986) flying the Seven Up 

balloon in the PA-NJ area for Mel Hanson, a balloonist out of St. Louis, to 35 years (1986 - 2021) with the  
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FOND FAREWELLS  AND MEMORIES  

 
by Chris Mooney 



 

RE/MAX of NE balloon, it has truly been a wonderful ride.  Personally, in the beginning I never thought the 

7up program would last.  The cost was all born by the marketing department and thus subject to the whims 

of any newly hired marketing manager.  But RE/MAX was different.  The cost of the program was spread 

over thousands of agents, all kicking in a few dollars each month which collectively was enough to put to-

gether a solid program.  One that could pay a pilot full time to purchase all the essentials and equip-

ment, and concentrate on that one balloon program.  Like any pilot wanting to make a living ballooning full 

time, RE/MAX to me was the "Goose that laid the Golden Egg".  Never get rich but provide a nice living 

doing what you love.  And that's how it worked out for me.  I will be forever grateful to the hundreds of 

agents, broker owners, and administrators that made it all possible.  And of course, to Dave and Gayle Lin-

ger who created the RE/MAX system.  

 

I hope to sell my ride balloon (105) and come up with something smaller but don't be surprised if you see 

me at the Aqua Turf or Plainville with my thumb out for a ride.  I am enclosing two photos of Jeff, Christine 

and I.  One is at a RE/MAX awards dinner at the Copula Hotel in Boston in the 'hay days' with 1200 other 

RE/MAX'ers. The other is of our last lunch together.  Thank you all and I am "off to see the Wizard"……… 

Chris   Ϙ 
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Previous page L-R: Christine, Chris and Jeff at their last 

lunch together before moving to Arizona 

(photographer unknown). 

 

Above:  L_R:  Jeff, Christine, and Chris at the  

Remax awards dinner at the Copula Hotel in  

Boston (photographer unknown). 

 

Right:  Christine and Jeff looking great at the CLAS 30th 

Anniversary “Night at the Museum” celebration  

January 2018 

(photo by Jamie Whitman). 
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NEW ENGLAND WOMEN IN AVIATION 
 

In the Works at New England Air Museum 

 
by Kathy Wadsworth Delano 

 

The New England Air Museum has committed to constructing a permanent exhibit that will highlight the 

achievements of New England women in the various fields of aviation.  Women have contributed to aviation 

progress since even before the first powered aircraft left the ground in this country over 118 years ago. 

 

The project's coordinator, Peggy Loeffler (fixed wing pilot, instructor and FAA Designated Examiner) assist-

ed by Katherine Wadsworth Delano (a record setting balloon pilot, commercial LTA pilot and FAA Desig-

nated Examiner) have been working with museum staff to create a multi media, interactive and dynamic ex-

hibit which is now under 

construction. Since Peggy 

received the Coombs-Gate 

$20,000 cash award from the 

National Aviation Hall of 

Fame in October of 2018, 

which set off the fundraising 

for this project, much pro-

gress has been made. And, 

there has been terrific re-

sponse from many donors. 

We are very close to our 

goal, having raised 90% of 

the funds towards the 

$150,000 needed. Raising the 

balance of the funds to close 

the gap is a priority as we 

move closer towards our 

vision of an exhibit that cele-

brates the New England 

women who broke barriers and followed their dreams to design, build and fly aircraft of all kinds over the 

nearly dozen decades since Kitty Hawk. 

 

Meetings with the NEAM's curator, Nick Hurley, have been on-going since the summer of 2020, as we dis-

cuss and plan each aspect of how all the information, imagery, artifacts and stories can be best presented 

within the spaces created. The area for the exhibit exists is the connector between the Military and Civilian 

aviation hangars of the Museum. Carpeting, lighting and structural components of the wall displays have al-

ready been installed. Visitors to the museum are able to view the area's progressive transformation which 

includes renderings of the proposed exhibit. It's all coming together very nicely. Please visit neam.org - click 

collections - scroll to exhibits  for more information and to donate.  Ϙ  
 

 

L-R:  Peggy  Loeffler and Kathy Wadsworth Delano   March 2020 

http://neam.org/
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“BALLOON MAN” RECEIVES POSITIVE RECEPTION 

by Bill Costen with Chantal Potter 

 

Balloon Man has received a mixed, but mostly positive reception from film critics and currently has a 100% 

audience score on Rotten Tomatoes. We’ve received messages from individuals worldwide since the film was 

released on February 2. Bill Costen and Chantal Potter have been featured on various TV networks including 

NBC and Fox surrounding the premiere and the film was featured in Ballooning Magazine’s January-February 

edition. This month it will be featured in the German Balloon Sport magazine. Since it’s release, Balloon Man 

was an official selection of the Black Film Festival of New Orleans, the Queens Underground International 

Black and Brown Festival, and will screen at the RSF Martha’s Vineyard African American Film Festival in Au-

gust 2021.  On Saturday, April 24th Chantal will be accepting the Rhode Island Black Film Festival’s “Film of 

the Year” award. Balloon Man is also now part of the history curriculum at a handful of schools nationwide 

and individuals are continuing to purchase DVDs and Blu-Rays to donate to various schools and libraries, or 

just to add to their personal film collections. 

 

We’re selling DVDs for $15 and Blu-Rays for $20 (plus $8.45 flat-rate shipping for a small box, up to 3 cop-

ies &  $15.50 for a medium box, 3+ copies) Payments can be made via CashApp ($BalloonManFilm), Venmo 

(@Chantal-Costen), Zelle (860-977-1293) and PayPal (chantalcpotter@gmail.com).    

 

This just in—Chantal was just interviewed by the Rhode Island Black Film Festival.  “Balloon Man” won Film 

of the Year!  Wonderful news!  Congratulations Chantal and Bill!  Ϙ  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                     

 

 
                                      Bill Costen inspects the envelope of his balloon       Photographer unknown 

mailto:chantalcpotter@gmail.com
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   Bill Costen flying his balloon at the state capitol, Hartfrod, CT                                                               Photographer unknown 
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 A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS 

                                                     - Confucius  

 

RAG BAG - story & photo by Tom Smith 

 
Hot-air balloons have a relative 

short life in terms of inflated hours 

and/or number of flights. To be 

more precise,it is not the total hot-

air balloon that is fragile but rather, 

the material part of the balloon, 

better known as the envelope.  

 

Most standard factory-built bal-

loons are constructed from a coat-

ed rip-stop nylon fabric that weighs 

approximately 1.9 ounces per 

square yard. The material is coated 

to help prevent porosity and re-

duce degradation from the sun's 

ultra violet rays. Urethane and sili-

cone are the most commonly used 

coating materials. Silicone coated 

fabric tends to last longer than ure 

 

thane and also more water resistant.  

 

One villain to longevity is the mold that grows from packing a damp envelope away after landing on turf that 

is coated with morning dew. Being inflated during mid-hours in the day when the sun is high and its UV rays 

strong is another way of shortening an envelope’s life. The third culprit is excessive and cavalier manual 

ground handling during Inflation and wrap-up. The last is over loading the payload and therefore overheating 

the material. The ultimate effects of these actions on the material add both an increase in porosity and a re-

duction in tear strength.  

 

When the envelope is no longer airworthy it is referred to as a rag bag. At this time it morphs into a play-

ground for kids. During Balloon Rally days when a scheduled flight is cancelled due to unfavorable flying 

weather, rag bags are sometimes pulled out. They are then secured to the back of chase vehicles rather than 

the basket assembly and just pressurized with cold air from the inflator fan. The children are let in to run 

around. If they had gotten up at Sunrise to see a balloon, they are no longer disappointed. In this picture, the 

pilot made a ballooning presentation to an elementary school class and subsequent to the in-classroom part, 

the Friendship Too rag bag was inflated in their school yard for a close up, hands on experience.  Ϙ  
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FIRST AID AND INJURY PREVENTION 

 

Injuries have been part of ballooning since Day One in 1783 when the Montgolfiers’ demonstration flight end-

ed with a rough landing that broke the rooster’s beak. Nothing darkens a flight’s mood more quickly than an 

injury and its related cost, time, and inconvenience. They can happen anywhere anytime to anyone - pilots, 

crew, passengers, or spectators. All crew will encounter minor cuts and burns while many others will face 

managing more serious accident injuries or pre-existing conditions. Prevention will keep most away, but 

knowing how to provide first aid is essential for every crew. You don’t need to be a paramedic, but providing 

care until the pros arrive can keep a bad day from getting much worse. 

 

Who gets hurt when is highly predictable. Pilots are least likely to get injured. Passengers are most likely; 

sprains, breaks, and cuts – especially with the elderly - on landing or shortly afterwards are fairly common. No 

data exists on crew injuries, but burns and bruises are fairly common from handling equipment as well. These 

trends offer valuable safety guid- ance. Passengers need extra brief-

ings on landings. Crew need to ex- ercise caution on launch fields and 

landing sites. Pilots can teach valua- ble lessons: be prepared, know what 

to expect, and act accordingly. 

 

Consider the overall health status of your pilot, self, crew, and passen-

gers before every flight. Who’s old- er or younger? Who’s in or out of 

shape? Does someone have pre- existing neck or back injuries or 

heart conditions? Anyone had re- cent surgery? Is someone pregnant? 

Has anyone been drinking or on drugs (prescribed, OTC, illegal)? Are 

allergies an issue? Is anyone tired, sleep-deprived, hungry, or thirsty? 

Heavy work in cold, heat, or humidity will exaggerate all of these. Crewing demands able bodies and clear 

minds. A discerning glance or quick “Is everyone feeling strong?” often prompts admissions of physical limits. 

Ask directly if you have questions, tell your pilot if you have concerns, and act accordingly. Options include 

assigning less strenuous tasks, working in tandem, or sitting this one out. Monitor everyone’s fitness level con-

stantly as anyone falling short for any reason predisposes themselves to injury.  

 

The most common crew injuries fall into seven main categories. They include: 

Bleeding: cuts from vehicles, trailer doors, lift-gates, barbed wire, fencing, gates, etc.                  

Bruising: caught between basket and vehicle, tie-off recoil, run over on landing, hard landings       

Blisters:  mainly from bare-handed line handling or friction against immovable objects                      

Bites: insect bites, stings, dog bites or scratches                                                                                  

Breaks: twists; sprains; fractures from falls, curbs, uneven terrain, vehicle loading or unloading     

Burns: heat from fan engines/exhaust, burners, sunburn, windburn, cold burns from fuel             

Balances: dehydration, low salt/potassium/blood sugar levels from heavy work in extreme weather or eating 

too much/too little 

   

FROM THE CREW’S CORNER 
by Gordon Schwontkowski 

Part 12 of 52 

“...showing an injured passenger 

compassion – no matter how slight 

their injury – may more effectively 

defuse a lawsuit than the quality of 

care you deliver. The perception of 

indifference or neglect – even after a 

minor injury – can prompt a passen-

ger to “lawyer up.”  Don’t give an 

injured person any extra reasons to 

get litigious.   
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Some simple precautions will minimize or prevent your encounters with these types of injuries:  

Protect yourself first. Look out for your own safety; no one does it better than you, and you can’t 

help anyone else if you’re injured yourself.  

Be aware of everything around you. When things go bad, they go bad very quickly. Don’t fall prey 

to the “it-won’t-happen-to-me” syndrome. 

Learn basic first aid and keep a first aid kit in your truck. Imagine how you’d improvise if need-

ed: drop line around a flexi pole to splint a leg, tank strap for an arm sling, empty envelope bag with 

flexi poles through handles for a stretcher, etc. 

Keep water, pop/juice, salted crackers, and sweets in your truck at all times. Hot days and 

missed meals zap strength and cloud judgment. Watch everyone for nausea or dizziness. 

Crew chiefs: brief your crews and ride-alongs on safety before inflation and landing. Be very 

clear on what they can expect and what is expected. 

Never leave the ground outside the basket. Such falls have paralyzed and killed crew. Never wrap 

a rope around any part of your body you plan to keep either. 

Fan crew: no loose clothing! Fans eat neckties, scarves, and long t-shirts with you inside. If it’s loose 

or baggy, tuck it in! 

Wear lightweight hiking boots for ankle support and traction; open-toe footwear is out.  

Dress for safety first, then comfort. Leather gloves on inflation and refueling prevent rope/burner 

burns and blisters. Long sleeves and pants protect you from burners and crew-hungry vegetation. 

Choose organic fabrics over synthetics. 

Always watch your step – no running if you can’t see your feet and the ground. 

            After observing these, some general guidelines will help you look out for other’s safety or provide      

 care: 

Stay calm: panic creates secondary problems, not the solution to the first one. 

Do no harm; the person most qualified or skilled should take charge of the situation. 

Do not move a seriously injured person unless a greater hazard (like fire) exists. 

Your goals are stopping life-threatening dangers, protecting victims from further harm, and getting 

help. 

Check the ABC’s: is the airway open, is the victim breathing, check for circulation. 

Call for help. Keep a cell phone and/or radio in your truck and basket along with your emergency 

contact list. Stay on the line with emergency services or 911 unless they tell you to hang up. Always 

know where you are. 

 

As many flights take place over rural areas, you’ll likely be the first responder to an accident with inju 

ries. Treatments given during the “golden hour” after an injury occurs often determine how well recov 

ery proceeds or even if a victim lives. This article and these guidelines won’t replace recognized first 

aide training – register for that course today! Do this for yourself as much as others; you’ll never know 

that helpless feeling and regret of standing by not knowing how to help someone in need. 

 

The most common injuries you’ll encounter will be relatively minor if handled properly: blisters, cuts, 

insect bites, first-degree burns, dehydration, and sunburn. If you don’t know how to administer first 

aid for an injury or condition, defer to someone who does or get outside help. But knowing how to 

handle more critical care situations like shock, choking, heart attack, severe bleeding, severe burns,  
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hypothermia, heatstroke, or unconsciousness can save a life. Make sure someone on your crew knows the 

basics or can follow instructions from medical professionals. 

 

The worst-case scenario a crew could encounter would be a power line strike. You face the risk of electro-

cution even 100’ away from the basket. Your pilot could be unconscious, forcing your crew chief to take 

command of the scene. Lines could be down, and your basket and tanks could be on fire. Passengers would 

most likely suffer serious burns and internal injuries/multiple fractures from jumping or falling from the bas-

ket. Emergency services could take more than a few minutes to respond. You must make multiple decisions 

and actions immediately to protect the lives of those onboard and nearby. And it all happens so fast, there’s 

no time to think – there’s only time for training to kick in. Discuss and rehearse strategies with your pilot 

and crew! 

 

You should also be aware of two legal issues regarding first aid. First, “Good Samaritan” laws prohibit an 

accident victim from suing a first responder for further injuries if the Samaritan’s actions were reasonable, 

prudent, in good faith, and after consent is given. Check your state’s laws for what applies to you. Second, 

showing an injured passenger compassion – no matter how slight their injury – may more effectively defuse 

a lawsuit than the quality of care you deliver. The perception of indifference or neglect – even after a minor 

injury – can prompt a passenger to “lawyer up.” Don’t give an injured person any extra reasons to get liti-

gious. Providing care says you care, makes first aid efforts more effective, and tips the legal scales in your 

favor as well. 

 

Face it – YOU will be providing first aid for someone at some point, so learn it and keep those skills sharp. 

Schedule that training or refresher course right now. Plan ahead to prevent or minimize any injuries around 

your flights. Doing this not only lets you handle whatever may arise, it gives you peace of mind which lets 

you enjoy crewing and the flight even more.   Ϙ 

 

Based on the book “Hot Air Balloon Crewing Essentials” available through the author  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

“Mystical Flyer” reflection 

Plainville, CT 
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Adirondack Balloon Festival, Glens Falls, NY 
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- NUTS & BOLTS - 

 
THANKS TO THIS ISSUE’S  

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTORS! 

Chris Mooney   

Kathy Wadsworth Delano   

Bill Costen   

Chantal Potter 

Mark Sand 

Tom Smith 

Gordon Schwontkowski 

 

50TH ANNIVERSARY PILOT BOOK 
The Adirondack Balloon Festival is working on a special 50th Anniversary Pilot Book. 

We are hopeful that the pilots that currently attend or have participated in the past will 

take part in this endeavor. If you are interested in sharing your story with us, please con-

tact Amy LaPoint via email and she will share the information with you.  Amy’s email is:  

amylapoint112@gmail.com  

 

IT’S THAT TIME FOLKS! 

2021 MEMBERSHIP DUES WERE DUE ON 

JANUARY 1, 2021 
 

All photos by Jamie Whitman unless otherwise noted 

 

 

NEW TREASURER NEEDED  
After many years of faithful service as our treasurer, Robert Zirpolo is stepping down. 

He will stay on until he prepares and files our tax forms for 2020.  We need someone to 

assume the position. Robert will train his successor and will provide CLAS with a copy 

of QuickBooks, the software he uses to host our records. If anyone would like to step 

up and be our treasurer let me know at mdsand@snet.net or 860-389-6778. Robert 

indicated the position does not have a steep learning curve and does not require a lot of 

time to maintain the records.   
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“Mystical Flyer” Pilot Mark Sand vents the propane lines at the Goshen Balloon Festival   July 2017 
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“Clip-Away”, Pilot Gene Bernstein 



 

CLAS MEMBERSHIP FORM  
 
CLAS DUES $20 includes membership privileges and newsletter.  
Extra voting family member add $5  
 
NAME___________________________________________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS________________________________________________________________ 
  
CITY_________________________________STATE______________ZIP_____________ 
 
TELEPHONE 
 
 (Home) ________________(Work)____________________(Cell)________________  
 
E-Mail____________________________________________________________________  
 

CLAS Membership Info:  
Single ($20)___ Family ($20)___ Extra Vote ($5)  
 
Name: _______________________________________________________________ 
  
New _____ Renewing _____  
 
Crew_____ Student Pilot _____Private Pilot_____ Commercial Pilot_____  
 
N#_______ 
  
BFA #______________ BFA CAAP Level ___________ BFA PAAP Level_________ 
  
FAA Wings Level Completed_____________________ 
 
Pilot Certificate # _____________________________________________ 
  
Type(s) of Certificate(s)________________________________________________  
 
Make checks payable to CLAS and mail to: 
CLAS PO Box 633, Plainville, CT  06062  
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CLAS Lighter Than Air Society 

PO Box 633 

Plainville, CT  06062 

The Connecticut Lighter Than Air Society is a 

club founded in 1988 for anyone interested in 

learning about, participating in, and improving the 

sport of ballooning. Pilots, crew, and enthusiasts 

alike are welcome and ALL can contribute to the 

safety, enjoyment and education of the sport. 

Meetings are scheduled monthly on the 3rd 

Thursday of even numbered months at 7:30 pm 

by ZOOM until further notice. The ZOOM link 

will be emailed to the membership prior to each 

meeting.  For more information, contact any of 

the officers listed in this newsletter. 

Publishing Information 

The Scoop is published electronically by the second 

Thursday of every third month. Submissions for The 

Scoop are preferred by email to Editor Jamie Whit-

man at jamiewhitman3@gmail.com. Photos, articles, 

and ideas are always welcome. Information may be 

mailed to: 142 Greenmanville Avenue, Mystic, CT 

06355 or can be brought to any CLAS meeting and 

given to the President, Mark Sand. All materials 

should be received by the Editor at least two weeks 

prior to the first Thursday of every third month for 

inclusion. 

 

The Connecticut Lighter Than Air Society publishes 

this newsletter for its members and interested par-

ties. Portions of this newsletter may be reprinted if 

credit is given to the writer and/or photographer, 

and to CLAS. The opinions expressed are not nec-

essarily those of the organization or members of 

this organization. For more information contact: 

Editor, Jamie Whitman, 142 Greenmanville Avenue, 

Mystic, CT 06355 Email jamiewhitman3@gmail.com; 

Phone: 860-917-7634 

CLAS 

We’re on the Web & 

Facebook! 

www.lighterthanair.org 
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